
JACK REDDEN 

 

Consistently around the 100 points per game mark for the last 3 years. Redden is 

a tackle machine. All he needs to become an elite SuperCoach scorer is to lift his 

possession rate, as he is generally in the low 20s and/or sneak forward more 

often for some extra goals. Those types of things will come with natural 

development (he’s only 23). If his NAB Challenge game vs Gold Coast is anything 

to go by, hes capable of increasing both; he had 28 disposals, 9 tackles, 6 marks 

and snuck forward for 2 goals on his way to 141 SuperCoach points.  

 

Others to consider….. 

Tom Rockliff - MID - $591,500 

Rockliff is in 7% of sides, so not as much of a POD as most that I write about. 

However I thought he was worth the inclusion just because he is being over 

looked a bit. Averaged a touch under 110 last year and had a massive final 8 

rounds. Should continue on with that this year. Only reason he is being 

overlooked is that Ablett, Pendlebury, Watson and Cotchin are also quality and 

are more popular selections. Adds a Point of Difference to your side, without 

having to risk a breakout or a comeback season! DPP would have been nice 

again, but not necessary. 

 

Daniel Rich - MID - $463,500 

Would probably be more inclined at his price to take him if he was positioned in 

FWD or DEF, which is probably what hurts his SC selection the most. Steadily 

averaged around 85 since his remarkable debut year. With Aish and Taylor 

coming to the side and Moloney last year, plus Rockliff and Redden, there’s 

plenty of opportunity for Rich to move to half-back and be a play maker. If this 

happens, expect his scores to rise.  


